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Abstract
Children aged 5-6 years have four types of tasks in counting ability, which are to distinguish between bigger and smaller, calculations, number identification, and simple arithmetic. This study involved 22 children aged 5-6 years in Kindergarten, Sleman, Special District, Yogyakarta. This study used the quasy experiment method by using the experimental class and control class by giving different treatments. Children who participated in using interactive learning media by using a computer called Kebun Buah media and tested whether they can count various kinds of fruit. The results of research showed that Kebun Buah media affected counting ability on children aged 5-6 years, the results of post-test counting ability of children in the experimental class using Kebun Buah media increased to 88 in average while in the control class using a number card media obtained an average 78.9. This study was conducted by utilizing technology that can increase the implications of education in learning and improving counting ability of early childhood in the use of technological means in the classroom.
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INTRODUCTION

The early childhood education prepares the readiness of children in entering the further step of education through the giving of stimulation in order to help the growth and development of children’s physic and mentality (Fakhrudin, 2010; Partini, 2010; Suyadi, 2010). Every child has different ability and potency. Ability is very essential for children. The appropriate thing in developing children’s ability for their future is mathematic ability. The increasing of children’s mathematic ability was factored by social-economic status of family whether having low or high income. Besides that, motivation from teacher, family, or environment is the factor essentially needed to achieve better ability of children (Aunola, Leskinen, Lerkkanen, & Nurmi, 2004). Mathematic is very important for the daily life and also for the future of children, if mathematic is introduced early so children will have ability in knowledge and skill in solving the problem which they face later (Susanto, 2011). For that reason, the children’s ability in mathematic should be stimulated with various learning models, learning methods and effective learning media. Children’s mathematic learning process will be more interesting if it is conducted with playing by using the concrete things and media. Besides using the things around children, technology also can be utilized as an alternative learning facility (Ismayani, 2010). The rapid development of technology cannot be avoided and prevented. Its presence becoming a positive input for life especially for the education of early childhood. One of the technologies which can be used is computer or laptop. Computer or laptop is considered as an important tool which can improve the learning and the utilization of computer or laptop as a learning media which can give many benefits if it is appropriately utilized. (Ismayani, 2010; Nikiforidou & Pange, 2010; Partini, 2010).

One of the mathematic abilities which can be developed in the early childhood education is the counting ability (Ismayani, 2010; Susanto, 2011; Suyanto, 2008). The curriculum of early childhood education in the level of children developmental achievement standard (STPPA) which is related to the counting ability as mentioned in the Regulation of Ministry of Education and Culture No 137 Year 2014 states that the level of children developmental achievement standard (STPPA) in the early childhood in the age of 5-6 years old in the aspect of cognitive development especially in the scope of symbolical thinking such as the ability to recognize, mention, and use the numerical concept. The research shows...
that early childhood has 4 kinds of task in the counting ability, they are: differentiate which was bigger and smaller, calculation, number identification, and simple arithmetic (Räsänen, Salminen, Wilson, Aunio, & Dehaene, 2014; Dehaene, 2009). Children’s counting ability has some stages. When in the age of 5 years old, children are still in the early counting stage with some things from their surrounding, an delightful situation of playing. In the age of 6 years old, children are starting to develop and recognizing the concept of quantity until the improvement in the ability of knowing the quantity, the concept of quantity related to the addition and subtraction (Susanto, 2011). In fact, the counting ability of children still faces some problems. The problem is seen when children are counting, in the beginning children count fluently but when teacher shows the numerical symbol in the front of the class or by using numerical card, many students cannot show and mention the number displayed by teacher. Besides that, it is seen when teacher gives tasks to students, many students cannot count with things and numerical numbers. Students meet the problem in counting. It is clearly seen that students understand the numbers asked by teacher, but when teacher displays the numerical numbers in front of the students in the class, students cannot recognize them (Sarnecka & Lee, 2009). Then, children face problem when counting and predicting the numerical numbers given by teacher.

In a research conducted by (Landerl, Bevan, & Butterworth, 2004) the problem found was the slowness of basic number recognition of children. Where children still do not know the number, still do not know how to differentiate numbers for example children still cannot differentiate number 6 and number 9, children only pronounce and count the order of number without knowing its symbol. A research conducted by (Martin, Cirino, Sharp, & Barnes, 2014) found 4 mistakes often occurred in children calculation in counting, they are: abstract (only one object which is counted), one by one correspondence (double in counting the object), calculation order disorder (inappropriateness between final counted quantity and response to the question “how many object”).

Another research conducted by (Aunio & Niemivirta, 2010) found that children in the age of 3 years old can mention numbers, but not in the right order, and they not always start from one. When children in about 4 years old, they can mention numbers in the right order and show directly to the object, but the number and object showed are not coherent. About 5 years old, when children can mention numbers appropriately starting from one, and in understanding the things which can be counted and the things should be marked once and the last number show the quantity of the object correctly. About in five and a half years old, they can recognize numbers until five and can count more than those numbers.

The problem faced not only found in children, but also the problem of counting can occur when the learning method and learning media used for children are less effective and the counting lesson given for children is not appropriate with their age. As the research conducted by Hong (1996) that many early child education in Korea is traditionally criticized in the way its learning process occurs and how the counting lesson is taught to the children, the lesson given in counting depends on the workbook and the worksheet. Hence, the counting lesson is monotone and boring for children.

It is in line with the research conducted by Sonnenschein et al (2012) in
(Napoli & Purpura, 2018) which found that parents of early child preschool and kindergarten students report and practice more skills of basic mathematic with their children for example in identifying shape, whereas the parents from the older students are reported to be more involved in teaching addition/subtraction and writing the numbers by using workbook. Then, there is negative relation between the environment and children’s counting ability. Because parents not always understand the most appropriate counting activity for their children. This research also show that the using of computer becomes intervention in the low children’s counting ability (Räsänen et al., 2014).

The recent study examines whether the early childhood’s counting ability can be optimally developed by using an interactive learning media which is called as Kebun Buah. This interactive learning media is called Kebun Buah. Although the development models of counting ability gives new idea in the way to develop children’s counting ability. In this article, it is presented an interactive learning media which is interesting and enjoyable for the learning of children aged 5-6 years old. In the interactive learning media Kebun Buah, there are some menus in developing early child’s counting ability. This media is based on the ideas of counting which is different in the process.

**METHODOLOGY**

The study among subjects was conducted in the kindergarten at Sleman Regency, Yogyakarta. Early childhood (N = 22) in the age of 5-6 years old, participate in the game based on computer of laptop for developing the counting ability. This research used quasi experiment method. This research used two groups of class, they were experiment class (N=11) and control class (N=11). The treatment given in the control class was using number card media. Whereas, the experiment class was given the treatment by using Kebun Buah. The Kebun Buah learning media was made using Adobe Flash CS 6 and there were some menus in this media. This learning media had some levels. If students had already passed the first menu, then they continued to the next menu and so on. Those menus were in the form of number, addition and subtraction. There were picture, sound, and colour in this media which made the learning more enjoyable and students learnt actively.

In the number menu, there were numbers started from 1-20. In this menu students recognized and mentioned numbers 1-20. If students already recognized and mentioned the numbers correctly, so students continued to the next menu. The next menu was counting menu. In this menu, there were fruits and numbers, students counted the quantity of fruits and matched them with the provided numbers. In the counting menu, if students accomplished the task and counted appropriately, then students obtained five stars. If students were succeed in counting menu, then students continued the game to the addition menu. In the addition menu, if students knew the numbers that should be operated. In this menu, students were given the instruction of how to add those two numbers. If students were succeeded in this menu, then they should continue to the subtraction menu. In the subtraction menu, there were two numbers which should be subtracted and there were instructions in how to operate them.

**RESULT AND DISCUSSION**

Based on the research conducted in August-October 2018, the result of pre-test of children’s counting ability in the
experiment class was obtained the average score 66,5 and in the control class was obtained the average score 62,9. Based on the result of the conducted data analysis showed that $t_{\text{count}}$ was $1,306$ compared to $\alpha 0,05$ ($t_{\text{table}} = 2,085$) with the degree of freedom $(N_1-1)+(N_2-1)=20$. Then, $t_{\text{count}} < t_{\text{table}}$ which was $1,306 < 2,085$, so it meant that the hypothesis of $H_0$ was rejected or $H_a$ was accepted. The conclusion was there was no significant difference between children’s counting ability in the experiment class and in the control class. Based on the result of children’s counting ability in the experiment class and the control class in post-test was obtained the average score of experiment class which was 88 and the average score of control class which was 78,9.

Based on the result of data analysis, it was obtained that $t_{\text{count}}$ was $2,734$ compared to $\alpha 0,05$ ($t_{\text{table}} = 2,085$) with the degree of freedom $(N_1-1)+(N_2-1)=20$. Subsequently, $t_{\text{count}} > t_{\text{table}}$ was $2,734 > 2,085$, then it meant that the hypothesis $H_0$ was accepted or $H_a$ was rejected. It was concluded that there was significant difference between the children’s counting ability in the experiment class by using Kebun Buah learning media and control class which used number card media in the kindergarten.

### Table 1. The Comparison of the Counting of Pre-Test and Post-Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th></th>
<th>Post-test</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eksp eriment</td>
<td>Contro l</td>
<td>Eksp eriment</td>
<td>Contro l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest Score</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest Score</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>66,5</td>
<td>62,9</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>78,9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISCUSSION**

Every child had different abilities, the ability which they had was very essential to stimulate the ability in children to be more improved and preparing the children for their future. The ability is the availability inside someone which can be produced from the genetic factor and also can be obtained through the trainings which support someone in solving their tasks (Susanto, 2011). One of the ability
possessed by early childhood is the counting ability.

Early age is an effective age to develop various potencies of children. The development can be conducted with some ways, one of them is through counting. Counting in kindergarten was not only related to the cognitive ability, but also the social and emotional mental availability, because in its implementation teacher should conduct the learning process with an enjoyable activity for children. Counting is a part in mathematic, it is needed to grow the counting ability of children which is very important for the daily life, mainly the concept of numeric which is also the basic for the development of mathematical ability or the availability to study in basic education level (Depdiknas, 2007).

Counting is an enjoyable way to study and understand the concept of number. Counting loudly or counting while singing is a good activity to be done when teaching students for counting and recognizing numbers (Ismayani, 2010).

The students’ counting ability can be developed by using interesting media for children. The counting ability is very essential for students, because by the counting ability, students will know the numbers, addition, subtraction and numeric symbol (Suryana, 2016). By the counting ability, students will learn about how to compare or differentiate the numerical symbols, can predict and can count the different quantities (Reid, 2016).

It is very important to develop the counting ability in the early childhood. The counting ability of the early childhood can be improved through the game and by using the appropriate media for children, because early childhood still count in simple and basic way. Therefore, in supporting the development of the early childhood especially in the counting ability, by giving the appropriate teaching and learning when children enter the school period.

One of the principles of early childhood’s learning is the utilization of technology and information, where the implementation of the stimulation in early childhood can utilize technology to held an effective learning, such as tape, television, and computer (Trianto, 2011). Utilizing technology in the learning activity is aimed to ease children in fulfilling their curiosity. In the learning process, teacher can also utilize technology as a learning media which can stimulate early childhood’s ability in exploring and discovering their potency optimally, creatively, innovatively, and delightfully so it can trigger students’ motivation in learning, and finally can improve students’ counting ability.

The computer based learning media can stimulate early aged students’ learning interest (Partini, 2010). One of technologies which can be utilized for the learning process of early childhood is computer (Morrison, 2012). This research focused on the using of computer as the learning media for students in kindergarten especially in literacy and counting. It seemed that children were improved in the literacy and counting after using computer based learning media. The benefit of the using of this leaning media was seen from the improvement of letters, numbers, forms and explorations of students’ concept (Dhingra, Sharma, & Kour, 2009).

Similar with the previous research, (Clements, 2002) researches an empirical study of the technology using in the development of children’s ability on counting through various kinds of computer activity, including the training and practice and also the exploration of shape, pattern, and number relationship through the software. The proof on the field showed that computer was able to improve the counting ability, such as the exploration of
the shape, relation, size, special relation, numerical relation, geometric form, calculation, classification, addition and subtraction.

From the result of the research, it was found that there was significant difference between the result of students’ counting ability in the experiment class which used Kebun Buah learning media and the control class which used number card media. The result of students’ counting ability in the experiment class was better than the result of the students’ counting ability in the control class, it was seen from the average score of students in experiment class which was higher than the average score of students in the control class. The benefit of Kebun Buah learning media was its appropriateness to be implemented in the class with early aged students, especially in range of age 5-6 years old. Kebun Buah learning media was a media especially made for the students’ counting ability and also there were numbers there, then this media was made in the garden situation. In this media, students counted the fruits in the garden such as apple, strawberry, watermelon, orange, and other kinds of fruit.

This media aimed to give a concrete learning media through the creation of the imitation of the experience which was closed to the real situation. The using of playing equipment or learning media to develop the students’ counting ability was by focusing the numbers and the interestingness of the learning media. Therefore, students would be more enthusiastic and became more excited to follow the learning process in the class, especially in the counting lesson. So, it can be concluded that the using of Kebun Buah learning media affects more to the students’ counting ability, also giving the knowledge of numerical symbol, numerical concept, and cause the students to think logically through the observation of the concrete things.

The media which uses computer can provide new perspective in early childhood education and improves the learning process of students when it is used with the proper procedure and the appropriate development for the children so it can improve students’ counting ability (Nikiforidou & Pange, 2010). As a computer based manipulative makes possible to the transition from the direct experience to the abstract learning (Papert Seymour, 1980). The technological equipment should be integrated in the class of early childhood to complete and enrich the education procedure.

CONCLUSION

The ability to count children is very important to improve because numeracy is a part of mathematics that can develop cognitive abilities, prepare mentally for the future of children, and is important in everyday life, especially solving problems. Children's numeracy skills can be increased by utilizing technology. Technology has the potential to improve the quality of education when used and utilized as well as possible. Fruit orchards are learning media that utilize technology to improve numeracy skills. Based on the results of research conducted that Fruit Farms can improve the counting skills of early childhood.
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